Sewing machine parts diagram

Sewing machines tend to last a long time. Although internal parts rarely break in sewing
machines, you may need maintenance supplies such as oil or grease. Because needles break or
wear out, you'll likely need replacement needles for your sewing machine. Find the sewing
machine parts you need at Sears PartsDirect. We make it easy to find the parts you need with
detailed parts drawings and convenient replacement parts listings for hundreds of sewing
machine models. Sewing machine parts Sewing machines tend to last a long time. Models
Showing of Kenmore sewing machine head. Shop parts. Kenmore sewing machine. Kenmore
Elite SR sewing machine. Singer sewing machine. Janome LX sewing machine. Showing of
Back to top. Categories All categories. Electronic Sewing Machines. Mechanical Sewing
Machines. Overlock Sewing Machines. All brands. Kenmore Elite. Common sewing machine
problems Fabric will not feedâ€”Check the presser foot, which should be down. It may be that
the incorrect foot is being used. Check the feed settings and adjust the settings if needed. If the
feed dog teeth are worn, uneven or not level, you may need to replace the feed dog. Check the
wiring and the light switch if the bulb is okay. Sewing machine runs slowlyâ€”Check the foot
control, remove any lint or dust from under the needle plate and look to see if the bobbin winder
is engaged. If the problem continues, replace the foot control or the needle plate. Machine will
not turn onâ€”You'll want to make sure the outlet the machine is plugged into is working
properly. It is sometimes necessary to replace the power cord if the sewing machine won't turn
on no matter where it's plugged in. Machine runs or hums but does not sewâ€”Inspect the
bobbin assembly for thread that is jammed, lubricate dry machine parts, make sure the clutch
knob is tightened and check the drive belt. If problems continue, the bobbin, bobbin case,
bobbin plate or clutch spring may need replacing. Needle or bobbin thread constantly
breaksâ€”Check the bobbin for thread jams and correct threading. You'll also want to ensure
the appropriate sized needle is being used. If the needle or bobbin thread continues to break,
the bobbin, bobbin case, bobbin cover plate, needle or needle plate may need replacing.
Common sewing machine replacement parts Needles. Sewing needles eventually wear down
and break over time. Bobbins are easy to misplace. Also, having extra bobbins can help you
sew more efficiently. Feed dogs. Feed dog teen can wear down and break. Foot pedal. Replace
the foot pedal if the machine won't start when you press the pedal. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator.
Gas Snowblower. Shop Noma DPE gas snowblower parts. Gas Walk-Behind Mower. Craftsman
gas walk-behind mower parts. Laundry Center. Montgomery Ward Spare Parts. Power Pruner.
Craftsman Power pruner Parts. Range Hood. Broan Range Hood Parts. Air Compressor Air tank
pressure gauge isn't working , How to replace a gas grill pressure regulator. Room Air
Conditioner. Rotary Tool. Rotary Tool Parts Craftsman. Sharp Television Parts. Craftsman
Washer Parts. Water Heater. Water Heater Parts Reliance. Weight System. Shop Weider weight
system parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. To avoid huge delays in part shipments I had
previously suspend the ability to order hard parts until our flight schedules are stable again.
With that said, I am now allowing parts sales to resume, but please do keep in mind that items
will not leave our Post Office until Friday's. If you order on a Thursday morning, it will be to late
for me to package and get to the Post Office, so it will not go out until the following Friday. All
download materials are still available for purchase. Everyone do please stay safe and practice
the social distance and work from home if you can. Thanks Gang. Be sure you check out Andy
Tube for your discount coupon code - valid until Dec 31, - link to the left in the menu :. Japanese
Belt Kit Announcement - I hope to offer, perhaps before year end, timing belt kits for the
obsolete, discontinued Singer kits for the machines that were made in Japan. Belt kit was
discontinued, but I do hope to revive it for models that I know of: U U U U U U, keep an eye out if
you are needing one of these kits. The sewing machine is an integral part of home life. It is there
for years helping you to repair torn pants, blouses, uniforms, and even wedding dresses.
Learning the different parts of the sewing machine should help you use it better and know what
needs to be done to fix it when something goes wrong. This cabinet or table can give you a
great place to do your sewing while protecting your machine from harm. Of all the features, this
may be the best one. To find out all the parts on a sewing machine in addition to that one, just
continue to read our article. We give you their names and their functions so you can know your
sewing machine like the back of your hand. It is a bit of a long list, so sit back, get a cup of
coffee and take your time reading. There is no need to rush through reading this list. Just enjoy
and spend a few moments learning about your sewing machine. We should say that not all
sewing machines come with every part listed here. Some may be basic machines that have
fewer parts to them and cost you a lot less. The hand sewing machine model is operated by
either a hand wheel or a foot pedal. The pedal is often called the treadle and it powers your
sewing machine while you move your feet. There are a variety of versions of hand sewing
machine units so they may or may not have all the parts we list here. There also may be some
duplication of the list above. That is due to the fact that there are basic parts that go on all

models of sewing machines, no matter how old or new. This machine will have similar parts as
the two listed above. We shall try to highlight only those that are unique on this machine or not
mentioned in the above lists. The device was first invented in by an Englishman named Thomas
Saint. But he is credited with bringing the sewing machine into existence. His machine was
capable of only producing a chain stitch. In Walter Hunt, in New York, added his own ideas to
the sewing machine. He put the lock stitch and eye needle on his version. This is how the
sewing machine developed over time. People kept adding their own innovations to improve the
machine and make sewing life better and easier. Another example of this was done in by Elias
Howe who placed the curved eye pointed needle and an under thread shuttle on his model. He
was also able to increase the speed of the sewing machine to stitches per minute. When came
along, Isacc Singer developed the straight needle and made the machine sew continuously.
After that, and you should know the Singer brand name, the rest is history as growing
technology helped create better sewing machines until we have the most recent modern
versions which can do just about everything. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. Share Pin. Thread usually comes on a spool. That is the wooden
thread holder you buy in the store. The spool pin holds the spool of thread for you making it
easier for you to thread your machine and keep the thread coming as you want it to. Read about
the spool pin felt. A bobbin is a little cylinder that may come with or without flanges. It holds the
thread that is wound around it. The spindle is where the bobbin is placed during winding. The
bobbin is only so large. It cannot always hold the amount of thread you want to put on it. This
part stops the bobbin from collecting thread when it has reached full capacity. On many newer
sewing machines, you get a variety of stitch options to use. The purpose of this part is to
control the zig-zag stitch option while you are busy concentrating on your sewing. This little dial
allows you to select one stitch pattern out of the many that come built into your sewing
machine. You just turn the dial to get the pattern that you want on your clothes and other
fabrics you want to mend or create. This is the manual needle control which raises or lowers the
needle. It is usually located at the right-hand side of the machine. More recent sewing machines
may have this part attached to them. Its purpose is to control the length of your selected stitch.
This helps you stay in control of your sewing duties and make sure you get what you want and
need. Once you push this lever, you get to sew in the opposite direction. This function makes
your sewing a little easier and faster to do because you can go forward or in reverse when you
need to. You already know what this switch does. The key to using it is to make sure you turned
your sewing machine off before you walk away. Also, it should be located at the right side of
your machine. Tension is important when you do your sewing. Too loose can cause you
problems and too much tension could snap your thread and make sewing more time consuming
as you have to re-thread the machine. This little part simply controls the tension on the thread
so be careful when you use it. Your top thread passes through this part as you do your sewing.
The lever moves up and down with your needle so do not be alarmed that it is constantly
moving. Needles do not stay in place by themselves. It would be nice if they did. You need this
part to hold your needle where it is supposed to be. It also makes sure your needle is secure as
it moves. This is the part that holds your fabric so it doe snot slip all over the place while you
are working. Controlling your fabric is important while you do your sewing. Your sewing
machine parts do need some protection to keep them in top working order and to help then last
you for years. This is the job of the bobbin cover. It protects the bobbin as it covers it. Also, you
need access to your bobbin when it its filled with thread or there is a problem. This release
button helps you to remove the bobbin cover so you have complete access to your bobbin. It is
an interesting name, but it has a very straightforward function. This helps you concentrate on
other sewing needs as you work. Another self-explanatory label that tells you everything you
need to know. The needle is an integral part of the sewing machine and without it, the other
parts cannot do their job. This part is located right under the needle and an under the presser
foot. Its job is to help move the fabric forward as you sew. It may help help push the fabric back
when you use the reverse mode on your sewing machine. This is operated by hand and you pull
or push it to make your needle go up or down. Instead of using your right hand, you use your
feet. All you do is push on the pedal to make your sewing machine work like it should. You may
get some good exercise in with this option. These belts are like any belt that operates
machinery. Without them the hand wheel or foot pedal could not move the needle or other
active parts on your machine. The same function as above and it collects your thread as you
work. This holds your bobbin keeping it safe from damage while it moves to wind your thread. It
makes sure as you wind your thread, the bobbin does not collect too much. Does the same job
on hand models as it doe son modern sewing machines. It helps move the fabric forward as you
sew. This little part works with your bobbin to make sure you keep the thread from tangling and
keep it moving correctly. Again, the most important part of the sewing machine. You may or

may not be able to sharpen them. It all depends if they get bent or not. This brings the oil and
other lubricating materials to your moving sewing machine parts. Does just what it says. It
guards the needle just in case there is a problem and too much fabric, or some other item gets
to close to the needle. This may help lop your thread to keep it from getting tangled or in your
way. This part guides your thread keeping it on the right path it is to take as it moves. Then it
helps take up the thread when it is needed to be done. What this part does is cut the thread
where you want it cut when you are done sewing that stitch or pattern. It is usually the last part
you use when you have completed your sewing task. These help hold the metal parts together
and keeps them from creating too much heat or friction. These little parts make sure all moving
parts function as they should. You should keep an eye on them in case there is a problem. They
do tend to wear out after a while. Another needed part to help your overlock machine to perform
at peak levels all the time. They are also a vulnerable part that may bend or break if you are not
careful. Vital hardware that holds your overlock machine together. You may need to loosen or
tighten these from time to time as they may come loose or you need to remove them to fix other
parts. This part is the same as mentioned above. It holds your needle where it belongs and
make sure you can get your sewing done without any trouble from the needle. Understanding
your sewing machine and its different parts help you use your version a lot better. Knowing how
it works speeds up the threading, and other functions you need to do before you start. There
will always be the same basic parts no matter which version you own and use. It is the
innovations that you need to be most aware of since they help you create some very exotic and
great looking stitches as well as patterns. Know your machine so your sewing talent can grow
and be even better than before. Related Posts. Sewing machine plays an important role in the
garments manufacturing industry. There are a lot of sewing machines used in the ready-made
garments sector. This article has shown all the parts of a sewing machine and the function of
those. Parts of the sewing machine. Spool pin: The main function of the spool pin is to hold the
spool of thread. Bobbin binder spindle: During winding, the bobbin is placed here. Bobbin
winder stopper: When the bobbin reaches its optimum capacity then the bobbin winder stopper
stops the bobbin winding. Stitch width dial: The main object of the stitch width dial is to control
the zigzag stitch. Pattern selector dial: The pattern selector dial is to set the symbol of the
desired stitch pattern. Handwheel: The handwheel is used to raise and lower the need, which is
situated on the right side of the sewing machine. Stitch length dial: Stitch length dial is used to
control the length of the stitch. Reverse stitch lever: The machine will sew in the reverse while
the lever is pushed. Power switch: Power switch means the off-on office of the sewing machine.
Normally power switch is located on the right side of the machine. Bobbin winder thread guide:
These types of thread guides are used during bobbin winding. Thread tension dial: A thread
tension dial is used to control the tension on the top thread. Thread take-up lever: During
sewing, the top thread passes through the thread take-up lever. Thread take-up lever moves up
and down with the needle. Needle clamp screw: The needle clamp screw holds the needle in its
actual place. Bobbin cover: During sewing, the bobbin cover protects and covers the bobbin
holder. Bobbin cover release button: This type of button is used to release the cover for
entrance to the bobbin. Feed dog: During sewing, the feed dog pulls the fabric forward. Needle:
The needle is used to form a stitch in the garments. Needle plate: A needle plate is a metal plate
that is situated under the needle and presser foot. It helps to move the fabric forward during
sewing. Here you will find: Best sewing machines. Pls I want my request to be granted. This
pandemic COVID 19 does not allow us to have a face to face class interaction so we are
required to make some module learning to facilitate the learning and these modular lessons will
be given to our student for free to study in their respected houses. Thank you very much. I I
have a sewing machine bout it by someone and they bough it by homechoice long time ago so
the wheel did break where can I buy one. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. March 20, at pm. Osonwa Agwu
Olugu. August 23, at am. Anne pauleen sanchez. December 6, at pm. January 16, at am.
September 13, at am. February 1, at pm. February 6, at am. March 6, at pm. March 13, at pm.
Mayedul Islam. March 18, at pm. April 3, at pm. Himanshu Jain. September 8, at pm. April 26, at
pm. May 11, at pm. May 24, at pm. August 17, at pm. January 29, at pm. Free shavacado.
February 23, at am. February 23, at pm. July 23, at pm. January 21, at am. James Adakole
Shedrach. Jeremiah joseph. January 30, at am. February 22, at pm. February 24, at pm. February
27, at pm. March 10, at am. Agossa Celestina. May 9, at pm. June 5, at am. June 9, at pm. June 6,
at am. January 13, at pm. June 11, at am. September 2, at am. October 17, at am. October 25, at
pm. December 24, at pm. Really Really Really brilliant and educative if you want to use a sewing
machine. Apology James Esua. January 19, at am. January 25, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the

best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. Most orders are processed and shipped same day. Orders placed on Friday after
3pm, Saturday, or Sunday are processed on Monday. Processing and shipping does not take
place on weekends or holidays. Also, the free shipping policy does not apply to large or heavy
items that require special shipping methods such as assembled industrial sewing machines and
some sewing cabinets. Sewing Machine Parts Sewing Machines Plus carries a wide variety of
sewing machine replacement parts including motors, needles, walking feet and more. We carry
parts for popular brands such as Singer , Brother , Janome , and more. If you purchased your
machine with us and covered it in our Platinum Protection Plan, you are completely covered for
the cost of all labor and parts to repair your sewing machine for 3 years. If you have questions
about how to properly install your new sewing machine parts, an in-store tech can walk you
through the process. We also have a sewing expert available for phone support on all sewing
related questions, including sewing machine repair parts inquiries. Whether you need
something as simple as a replacement light bulb or something more complex such as a wireless
network adapter for transferring data between your PC and your embroidery machine, Sewing
Machines Plus has the sewing machine parts and services you need. If you need additional help
repairing your machine, take your machine into one of our stores in Southern California and let
our Master Mechanics take care of it. To save time in finding parts for your specific machine,
please use the search bar in the upper right corner of the page. Enter the brand and model
number of your machine to see all the parts we have available for your specific model. Call for
details. If your sewing machine is too heavily damaged, view our list of the Best Selling Sewing
Machines to find a replacement with the features you need. Give us a call with any questions or
concerns at Let us know if you have any questions! We're happy to help. Thank You for Signing
Up! Join our mailing list for Coupons and Promotions! Sign Up! Purchasing a sewing machine
is an investment. Just like a car, we place a lot of stress on our sewing machine, using it day in
and day out. Just like a car, we place a lot of stress on our sewing machines, using them day in
and day out. At GoldStar Tool, we offer an extensive selection of sewing machine replacement
parts in our online store. We make it easy to find the exact part you need. From knobs and
buttons too small components, it can be confusing to make sure you find the right bobbin case ,
darning plate, and lever. Check out our wide selection of motors, needles, walking feet and
more to get your investment back up and running. We offer Brother sewing machine
replacement parts along with other major brands, like Juki, Singer, Janome, Pfaff, and Viking.
We also manufacture our own Brother sewing machine parts, which means we get them to our
loyal customers at the most competitive prices. Through this process, we supervise every step
of production, guaranteeing the best possible sewing machine replacement parts on the market.
We don't believe in charging an arm and leg for shipping that, at many other stores, can cost as
much as or more than the product you need in the first place. We make buying sewing machine
parts as convenient as possible! You can call, email or write us on social media with questions
about your machine part or installation. We love connecting with our customers and helping
them find sewing success! We know our customers will be so impressed with the superior
quality of our replacement sewing machine parts that they will become customers for life. Tel: 1.
All rights reserved. Powered by Adrecom 's e-commerce suite. Reduced Pricing. Call Us: 1.
Advanced Search. Ask A Question. Sewing Machine Parts Purchasing a sewing machine is an
investment. Sort by:. Default Name Price. Asc Desc. This combination of options is not
available. Please try a different one. Hinge Screw D2. Get a Back in Stock Notification! Fill out
the form below to find out when more arrives! Please fill up missing fields below Value entered
for e-mail is invalid Passwords don't match Please confirm you agree with the terms and
conditions. I would like to subscribe to Goldstar Tool's newsletter. High-Quality Parts. Massive
Inventory. Worldwide Shipping. Extensive Selection of Replacement Sewing Machine Parts
From knobs and buttons too small components, it can be confusing to make sure you find the
right bobbin case , darning plate, and lever. Dedicated Customer Service You can call, email or
write us on social media with questions about your machine part or installation. Buy Sewing
Machine Parts We know our customers will be so impressed with the superior quality of our
replacement sewing machine parts that they will become customers for life. Contact Us E. Value
entered for e-mail is invalid Passwords don't match Please fill up missing fields below. Phone
Number. Value entered for e-mail is invalid Passwords don't match Please fill up missing fields
below You've entered wrong login e-mail or password. Please try again Your account is not yet
activated or disabled. Login or password can not be empty A reset password e-mail has been
sent to the provided address. If you don't see it in your inbox please check your spam folder. If
you are still experiencing problems please contact us. We are here to help. Log me in
automatically next time. Forgot your password? Value entered for e-mail is invalid Email can not
be blank Account with that email address does not exist at this portal. Please try again. Account

with that email address does not exist. Service temporary unavailable. Login into your account.
Login to Account Recover password Close. Need a Custom Quote? Phone Number:. Comments
or Questions:. My Items. My Orders. Quote Center. Printable View. Register Log In. Help Desk.
My Account. My Cart. Check Out. Shopping Cart
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is Empty. Brand Index. Alphabetical Index. Groz Beckert Needles. Schmetz Needles. Other
Needles. Cutting Room Equipment. Cleaning Guns. Labor Saving Devices. Chain Cutters. Single
Needle Gauges. Click Machine Model to open parts list in a new window. You will need the free
Adobe Acrobat Reader to view the file. If a new window does not open when you click a link, it
may already be open in a browser window behind this one. Close that new window when you
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